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THE ATTITliDINAL COMPONENT OF THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEAI1NING PROCESS

'(sM,an f red Prokop)

The sebject of reliable prediction of success in foreagu language .

(FL) learning has been the focus of educators' and psychologists'

attention for may years. The pioneering efforts of Carroll and

Pimsleur in the development of aptitude test batteries) have coneri-

-buted significantly to h better understanding of some of the factors

involved in-second-:language learning, and yet, aptitude often is

not a very good predictor: Pimsleur showed that,IQ correlated .46

with'Ianguage grades; grades in English correlated .57, grade-point

average .62, his Language Aptitude Battery .62, and the multiple

cofrelation between GPA and the aptitude battery was .72, account-

ing for about one half of the variance to be explained in the pre-

diction of success in FL learning.
2 Indeed, after reviewing- the

c

relevant studies, 17akobovits and Nelson estimated that only )about

33% of the total variance can be assigned to'aptitude factors;

another 20%. to intelligence, 33% to perseverance and motivation, 4

when c

o other factors.
3 Pimsleur's LAB represented a step a'Aead

npared to Carroll's MLAT, as it includes an interest test

-an important additiOn because underachievers have been .shown to

score significantly lower than controls on Interest Test 1, which

is a series of questions designed to find out hey eager the stu-

dent is in studyi.ng the FL.
4
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These considerations have aroused increased professional intere

in the non-cognitive areas of FL learning'and their,relationship

4

to
.

achievement; social psychologists have attempted to conceptu-'

alize the role that the various comPoneritsin-thse FL- learning pro-

cess
:

might play,despecially' with regard totheir Motivating or re-

, ,
(

warding function.
.

To ,a9. extent, learning a foreign language necessarily involyes

a confrontation with the foreign c lture in which it is embedded

- whether the course lists this re ult,as a stated objective or'.

not. It inylves coming to terms Wth kahat, Brooks called formal

culture, and deep
5T culture, 'the f being the results of the cre-

ativ endeavors and achievements flintellectual and artistic ge-
/--.

nius and the various modes o sia i4cant thought and. genteel liv-

(ing; deep culture, on the other h of individual

thoughts and actions, beliefs, co terns, hopes and worries, per- .

sonal preferences, 'the gradation- <;)f-interpersonal relationships'

as expressed in deeds and words. student perceives both aspects

of the foreign culture, to varyi g degress, through the prism of

his own/self-concept, and the de irability of reaching the goal of

learning a FL is mediatEid by the perceptions of attractiveness (re-
f

warding qualieles) of the goal ftc) the process of reaching the goal.

All other factors being equal, 1.,,tappears that students who per-

ceive neither the/goal of being.4ole to sp6ak, understand, read

or write the FL nor know its cuUure, as particularly attractive,

, A
.or students who have negative impressions of the learning experi-

ence itself (involving procescontent, and interactants) are not

likely'to be succeuful in learning the FL.6

The purpose of this paper ',will be to summarize recent research.
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on attitudes in FL instruction, to discus's it iii the light of,four

functions generally thought of as being characterigtic of attitudes,

.. and to comment on the usefulness of the attitude concept in FL edu-

cation.'

Attitudes: The concept
A

Accotding'to Lambert and Lambert an attitude is

an organized and consistent manner ci.f thiriking, feeling and re-

acting to people, groups, social issues ot,-more generally, to

any event in the environment: The essential components of atti-
,

tudes are thoughts and beliefs [cognitive rcompOnentl, feelings
-

or emotions [affective component], and tendencies to .react
. -

havioral componefit]. We can say that an attitude is formed when

these components are -so interrelated that specific feelings and

reaction tk_ndencies..become consistent]y associated with the atfi-

tudeobject.
7

Attitudes develop in the course of perceiving, coping with, and ad-.

justing to our environment. The functional approach to the -study

of attitudes
8 \assigns the majonfunctions, which attitudes perform

for the personality of the individual, to four groups according to

their motivational'sbasis:

(1) The instrumental, adju, tive or utilitarian function: Atti-

tudes may be the means of reaching.a desired goal or avoiding an

undesirable one, accompanied with maximum rewards in t environ-

ment and a minimum amount of penalties; such attitudes are depen-

dent on present or past perceptions of -the utility of the attitu-
i

dinal object for the individual. e.

ti
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(2) The ego-defensive function: People spend a large pert of

their lives on protecting their ego from their own, unacceptable

impulses and from threatening forces from without; many of our

attitudes fulfil the function of defending our self-image.

. -(3) The ;value - expressive function: Other attitudes have tht
1

function of giving positive expression to an individual's central
..

values and to the type of person he InCeives himtelf to be; they
. .

establish a persOn's Self-identity to himslf and to others. The

socializatioA process sets the basic outline 'for the individual's
f

self-concept, and value-producing and enforcing groUps, such,as

.his peer group or his ptrents, provide the necessary rewards and

sanctions.

(4) The knowledge function; Attitude's may serve to*provide sten-

lots or frames .of reference for Understanding the world, to give

Meaning to what would otherwise be unorganized and chaotic; new

information needs to be sorted and assigned to existing cognitive.
4

_

.

belief patterns. . I .

1

A student's attitudes toward the foreign language and cultd e

do not exist in a vacuum, rather they_ are influenced by other. or-

ces, for example, the society at large, which holds certain views

about a given foreign Itilture and transmits them to smaller units

, (the school, parents, and the peer group) which exert influence

with a system of rewards and sanctions. Some of the major 4men-

sions of this attitude network be discussed below, viz. paren-

tal and peer group relations with learner attbtudes; student: per -
6

ceptions of the foreign language and culture, of himself at a

learner; and of the learning environment (coureacher, and class-

room aittidsphere).
r
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Parents' attitudes and the learner

The importance_ of the home and the parental role in a ohild's

first-language'learning has long been recognized as a proCess in-

volving4dentificati,on with the,parents.because of the immediacy °

of the rewarding effect.
9 A slmilar model which emphasizes the

effect of the2parental presence on speech development actually

seXved as-.the,donceptual frame work for "recent studies in.otiva-
.

tion by Gardner, Lambert, and their associates. Ln empirical stu-
4.

,
dieS it was repeatedly found that a student's general attitude to-

,

ward-the.foreign culture reflectld that of his, parents,
1

>

0 and that
1

parents with positive attitudes towards the other language commu-

nity encouraged their children more actively to learn .that language

'than did' pdrents with less favorable attitudes.11

Another function Of the parental presence is the active role

which- parents play'(e.g. when they see to it that the child does

homework in the E'L course), and the passive role (for example,

-by holding positive or negative attitudes toward the FL"community).
12

.
Evidence collected by Johnson substantiates this conceptualize-

tiOn: he found that in mixed linguistic communities some Anglo

youngsters held'anti-Mexican-American feelings as early as age 4.
13

04.

In addition to these specific FL-related attitudes, parents.

trangmit more generalized beliefs an values about accepting dif-

ferences in other.people
14 and about the value of school work and

ediidation, which will influence global attitudes toward the learn-

ing experience itself. As Berelson and Steiner pointed out, the
4

formation of a,learner's self-lconCept is the result of many fdc-

tors, among them the educational level of the parentS and their

.-
.associated educational expettati ns from their children, socio=eco-

nomic Class, and the public's a titude toward education and, in

(1



particular, 4FL education.15 Thee publicly held values will,

course, transfer to the student's attitude network.

The peer group's attitudes and the learner

The value that a lerner's peer group places upon knowing a given.

foeign language may have a significant effect on his attitude to-

ward it, its perceived prestige value
1K and utility, a 4 may .con-

sequently affect. his motivation. to learn the FL. In a ition to

the hazards involved in using the FL as a begin er nt of the

class peer group, Aronson -describes other extra-linguistic variables

which may inhibit a student's learning the FL, because it has char-
-./

acteristics which would make the learner stand out from among his

peers.
1.7 Students have been observed under such conditions to avoid

unusual sounds'that are expressive of foreignness and to use an

exaggerated Er4lish accent' in the FL jokingly, but quite deliber-

ately. Everyone who has learned a FL knows the phenomenon of self-

consciousness which occurs when the other interactant in a communi-:

) cation expects one to speak well; the performance may objectively

be much better if this expectation to do well is not present.

The strength of peer group influence on' language development

is demonstrated by the finding that phonological features in dialect

patterns cluster not only according to age, sex, and socio-economic

status,
18 .but als6 according to group membership which apparently

enforces certain speech characteristi s.
19

.

tThe learner's attitudes toward foreian culture

It is probably impossible to p0arate in a learner's attitude I

network those which were transmitted to' him by others and were only
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validated experient4lly; from attitudes which he acquired him-

self in a learn g situation. The perc ions of the foreign lan-

guage

.

guage and cult re held by significant others in.the student's en-

vironment may join thbse which the student alreadl', holds into a

harmonious whole; they may, for a time, exist side by side with

contradicting perceptions already present in. the learner; tihey

may engender. changed attitudes or may finally be rejected.

In the area of learners' attitudes toward.the foreign culture

a recent' book by Gardner and Lambert summarized important background

conceptualizations and research projects which ,were undertaken in

Canada and the United States.-
2.10 Briefly stated, the theory holds

that achievement in a FL is a function of both -aptitude and in-

telligence as,well as of ,a sympathetic orientation toward the other

ethnic group:

Motivation to learn [the foreign language.] is thought to be de-
.

termined by [the student's] attitudes toward the other group and

toward foreign people in general, and by his orientation toward

the learning task. The orientation is said to be instrumental

in form if the purposes Of language study reflect the more util-

itarian values of linguistic achievement, such as getting ahead

in one's occUpatiOn. In contrast, the orientation is integrative

if the student wishes to learn more abodt the other cultural

community because he is interested in it in an open-minded way,

to the point of eventually being accepted as a-member of that

group.

The value -of the concept of. instrumenta and integrative motiva-

tion hat been documented in several investigations in Canada, the

United States; and the Philippinps by'da ner and Lambert and their



,associates. All studies showed that students with a strong moti-

vation gthieved the best results in learning French, but a different

attitudinal base was operative in each, case; in the Louisiana stu-

,dies, strong parental support and encouragem1M4'appeared to udder-

lie the motivation; in Maine, the important factors were the extent

_ to which a student identified with his teacher; -and his se4sitivity

to othrpeople's feelings. In Connecticut, motivation seemed to

rest on an integrative orientation ~,toward French culture and a

realization of the usefulness of knowing the language.
22

The Phi-,

lilppine study showed that instrumental motivation'in learning En-
,

glish as a foreign language was extremely effective; integrative,

motivation had strong positive effects, especially on audiolingual

performance. 23 These studies were also very useful because they

demonstrated that French-Americans who were comfortable in both

the American and .the French-American culture patterns were psycho-

logically free (free of ego-defensive behavior) to become full

bilinguals,
24 which has, important implications for countrie. s with

/strong ethnic-linguistic minorities. Both American and French-

American students had strongly pejorative perceptions of the mem7

hers of the foreign culture: the French were seen as being less

honest, leSs dependable, intelligent, kind, reliable, generous,

and stable than Americans,
25 and at the same time, ethnocentric

attitudes were fOund to be related to poor achievement.
26r

A' similar pattern of findings was. obtained by Spolsky who,_in

a study of the motivation of recently arrived 'foreign stUdents to

learn English, found a strong relationship between the intensity

of integrative orientation and proficiency in English.
27 The de-

sire to bedome one with the foreign-culture was also cited as a

c 'I
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. A study of the attitudes of Canadian mono-lingual's and

German-Canadian speakers revealed that home language background

as such need not have a consistent differential effect on

attitudes -towards the foreign language and culture, and on

274L.-achievement. In this Gardner-Lambert-type of investigation,

no such differences between monolim7uals and bilinguals were
of

obtained, and both Canadian groups did not differ significantly

from rthe American monolinguals as reported by Gardner and

Lambert; however, several highly significant li.nferences did

occur between the two Canadian groups and the French- American

speakers. It may be inferred that the type of foreign culture

of which the-bi-lingual speaker is a member.- with all its

. expectati96s, values, and sanctions.- and not merely the .fact

that a foreign language is spoken at home, may influence student

attitudes. The French-American students were, in fact, significantly

more ethnocentric and authoritarian in their attitudes than their

an-Canadian counterparts and took much more pride in French

customs, traditiom, and potentialities thani.did the German-
'

Cailadians vis -a -vis Germsn cultire. Yet it also became clear in

this study that motivation, especially an interirative orientation

towards the foreign language and culture, was positively correlated

with achievement in the German course.

CL

27c-I M. Prokop, "Differonces between Attitudes of French-

American and German -Canadian Speakers" (University of. Alberta-,

1974, mimeo) .

A
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factor in higher achievement by Whyte and Holmberg: Americans who

perceived themselves to be physically similar to Latin Americans

and rho desired to meet them.on the basis of social equality,

learned the language better and faster; than did those whb ,did not

make this identific-ation.28

It appears then t1,at students should be encouraged.to develop

a desire to identify with Abe other cultural group, and to chaAge

negative perceptions' of the foreign culture. On. the one hand, we

know from two studies
29 that students tend to hve strong cthnc-

centric feelings; it pay).however,'be dangerous to change these

feelings forcibly. Lambert noted that the study of a foreign lan-

guage fostered feelings of.anomie, i.e. 'of chagrin or regret, as

the students lost ties in one group, mixed'with the fethul anti-

cipation of entering a relatively new group.
30 American students'

feelings of 'social uncertainty, for example, were found to increase

markedly over the course of study of French at McGill University;

especially with advanced students (who presumably perceived them-.

selves to be more committed to identify with the foreign culture) ,

strong' attitudinal changes were observed froM relatively non - anoxic

toward more anomie Deelings.
31 Jakobovits speculates that these

feelings of anomie may impede FL study because to some individuals

this psychological involvement May be threatening'- especially if

'/"/
they feel that it is being forced on them.

32

'Research results on the effects of ihter-cultural experiences

are not unequivocal; in\Sn older study, Smith reported that sending

an'extreme ethnocentric abroad'td enlarge hieview of the world
1

may lead to his returning believing,even more strongly 'in the

superiorit) of his own cultural group.
33 More recently, Nostrand

1.



found that American students of French held a positive image of

the French people while.studying at the university, but that it .

became negative during a pgriod of foreign residence.
34. On the

other hand, Bicknese observed that students who studied in Germany.

.
Corrected their prebonceived ideastand became more acceptant of

cultural differences, apparently because of a better intellectual

understanding of their meaning,and
functioning in the German so-

cial context.
35

The student and his self - concept

It was pointed out barlieAbat there is evidence to indicate

that the process of becoming bilingual probably also means be--

coming bicultural, and that the feelings of uncertainty arising

from being on a middle ground between' the two cultures result,-

in some students, in feelings of anomie. It-seems clear that in

%If

such a case the student's self-concept structure must ha e re-

calved ,a jolt through the introjection of new or chahged percep-

tions.tions. Aronson has argued that a student the p

cal feature of the target language in term of his Engl

and that he does 't want to mark himself with "funriy" ve

haVior: 'for example,
labialfZittion may be cons rued as "

.ondlogi-

sh base

I be-

ueer".

over--articulationlk pronunciation
of the Castilian e may b per-

ceived as lisping or diminutives in German may be misint rpreted

as baby talk.' He concluded that "it may be that one's nat ve'lan7

guage formsan integral part orone's personality and self image,

and that there is a strong Unconscious resistance to givin

.1

the tokens of one's native language.
36

The self-concept may also be affected in other ways in

p

10



process of acquiring a knowl dge of a foreign language: RLVers

, has pointed out
37 that when we ask a student to learn a FL we

are as g him to lay aside carefully cultivated habits of think-
,

ing, of showing his originality and creativity, and to return to

immature ways of behaving. He is supposed to practice ',.strange

sounds, fumble about With.strange words and phr/ases follow blind-
.

ly the lead, of the teacher, and form sentences which only have

immature content; all this may, make him feel childish. Furthermore,

he 'constantly runs the d&nger of making ,foolish mistakes in public.

Clearly, here lies great potential for frustration, anxiety, em-
)

bariassment, and humiliation. Students, if they constantly meet-

with failure, will develop what Smith called a "dumb-bell atti-

tude": their self-perceptions as failureS will transfer to the

situation- which aroused the negative** feelings - tice FL classroom

and associated activities.
38

There are other, perhaps less ,ftequenf, potential threats to

a student's persOnality in using"a second language; Buxbaum and

Greensonifor example, found that some of their patients who had

emigrated from Germany and who, were under. psychiatric treatMent,

refused to speak their native language, presumably as a defehr

. against the arousal of represSed childhood memories.
39

Student attitudes toward the FL learning experience
__-

This attitude complex consists of several interrelated sub-Sets,

the most important of which are student attitudes toward the course

and its utility, its organization'and structure toward the teacher,

andtoward class atmosphere;

An important criterion for success in FL achievement appears to

t)
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be the perceived value of the course. Mueller and Miller analyzed

the reasons which students at the University of Kentucky gave

for wanting
40

to learn French. 21% of the students had ,a desire

to learn as much as possible about the foreign culture, )and wanted

to become as "one" with the people; 26% took the Course because

they felt that knowing a FL was a means-io becoming better edu!-

sated; 5% thought it would be useful for getting a job, and 48%,

merely took the course because the FL was a college requirement

for graduation. .Reinert's anallisis of the reasons which high school

students gave for taking a FL
41 revealed that about 28% of them

had an intrinsic interest in the foreign- culture; 25% saw it as

being a new way of expressing ideas; about 30% took a FL because

it wasoa college entrance:requirement, 14% thought studying a FL

would help their knoWledge of English, and about 3% saw no value

at all in studying a FL.

What then is the relationship between perceived` value of a FL

and achievement? Mueller andMiller were able to shot/ that "A"

students tended to give "educational value" as the main reason,

while othersHgave the college requirement most often as the ratio-_

nale for studying the FL. Sttidents for whom, a F;,, was necessary

or desirable liked the course, found it interesting and rewarding,

were eager and confident of future success; those who considered

12

it unnecessary foundhe course boring, dull, frustrating, useless,

and were apprehensive aboutfuturF success.
42

The impact of negative attitude's on success in learning a FL

is also demonstrated by Bartley's study of drop-outs from high

school FL classes, which revealed that attitudes towards the foreign

language of students who later dropped out were already signifi-/

4



cantly more negative at the beginning of the course than were the

attitudes of continuing students; moreover, drop-outs' attitudes

deteriorated further over the duration of the course than did

those of the continuing group.
43.

By relating course achievement to reasons for studying a F4,

Polit'zer found that 53% of the students who received an "A" .;in

a course thought that studying a FL" would likely be_ of specific

use and 22% of the same group said that they had a strong interest

in the foreign civilization, literature, or the people. On the

other hand, of the students who received a "D" or an "E", 49% chose

the first explanation while only 4% ofthis group had reported

any specific interest in FL or culture.
44- Similar results were

obtained. by Harrison and McLean: performance was related to how

easy and pleasant the course was perceived to be; a desire for

more Ft was significantly related to perception of value, impor-

tance, and utility of the FL;'ih general, achievement 9orrelated

very highllf with the positive or negative feelings which students

'held about the course.
45

Specific attitudes towards detailed aspects of the course struc-

ture and organization have been documented as being of importance

in mediating achievement. In one study, _stUdents reacted positively

to the oral emphasis in the FL course and the teaching methods in-

volved, but reacted negatively to testing, especially to standard-

ized and- multiple choice exams."' An outcome such as this had al-

ready been anticipated lay Rivers when she speculated that teach-

ing methods may strongly affect student6' attitudes; -she thought

that the mechanical audio-lingual aivities may frustrate the ma-

47
ture, it elligent student.

a 1UI
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Good study habits and positive'attitudes regarding the impor-

tance of classwork and homework, were found to be related to a h,ieve-
, 0

ment.
48 A positive correlation was alsoobtained between the ount

of time which students spent ,tin voluntary language laboratory rac-e
tice and good marks in the. FL.-

The learner's attitudes toward the teacher seem to be of great

importance as, in most cases, it is through him that the student

becomes acquainted with the foreign language and culture. At least
..,

for the lower levels offlanguage learning it may be assumed that
r .

the teacher is identified with,, the learning..experience itself, and

. , / 1/". / :

-negative attitudes t 44111111'as the mediator of these experiences

./'
are Iiively ..to trian rirtd,

/ .

experiences themselves. Rivers main-

tained5°- that the cher relaptionshi to the learner is especial -

ly crucial with t0 adiolilingual meth d where he is asked to.imi-
/

41

tate the' teacher:1 a.,cupately as possible; ifhe dislikes the

teacher or feel it 'at:ease withshim he.wilI be reluctant toiden-,
, il

tify with. him, f kl o what is required.

In an inv gatiOn of the,socio-emotional atmosphere of the

jc.

classroom, 15 U'a and Zampogna found that a teacher who was trained

in grotlp p ' a sanalysis was rated significantly higher by his

students ini'ar as such as motivation, 'rappOrt, encouragement of

students' rts, individual assistance,dnd interactive capabil-

ity; on th:ei other hand, students of such teachers scored signifi-

cantly hither in all four skills on the MLA Cooperative Foreign
;

Language Ziest.51

A' teaOher's, ,attitudes toward the learner are realized in cer-

tain expectations of his students' abilities, a fact that has been

amply dentonstria-tetrin the Pygmalion-effect-studies52 where the
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teacher was deliberately misled about student aptitudes: stpdents

who were in fact academically' less gifted, but were described as

having high potential did achieve better results, while high-

aptitude students who were described as under-achievers did poor-
.

ly by comparison. -

A teacher's attitudes toward the FL carry over to thl stu-

dents; he should therefore be well aware not only of his verbal

statements, but also of his non-verbal behavior (gestures, facial

expressions, tone of voice), which are all indicative of a per-

, son's feelings.
53-

Several researchers have addr4sed themsellOs to the question

of how to establish a classroom atmosphere which is most conducive

to effective FL learning With regard to producing positive atti-

tudes toward the course, most recommendations are derived from the

principles of 1uman4stic psychology. Wolfe recommended thatteachets

should"be prepared for dealing with problems arising from negative

attitudes (e.g. anXiety, activeor-passive hostility) by 'under-

.going not only th traditional kind of cognitive and behavioral
4. a

teacher education, but also Affective educltion.54 This type of'

training would ptovide the teacher with thp means of knowing how .t

a student feels about wanting'to learn, hoW he feels as 1.1Nlarns,

And what he feels" after he has learned.
55 -Hancock suggested to-use

simulation of actual teaching experiences to sensitize prospective

teachers to strategies in the affective domain.56 Di.iring method-
.

ology training, the ,teacher shopld contiguously ask himself: how

did the student react to me, to the lesson; which assumptions and

e

expectations did I have about.my students that might'influence my

attitudes toward them?
57
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According to Disick, positive student, attitudes can be devel-

oped by making classes satisfying, pleasant, and rewarding-through

individualization of instruction, organization in small groups;

evaluation should be made less obvious; students should be given

a role in deterMinin4.content and FL activities; 4class_ atmosphere

couldbe improved..by less criticism and nagging which produces a

-negative self-iMage; rather ,the teacher should accept the students

where tkey are and hell) them overcome their difficulties.
58

Some of these suggestions concerning thee contributions of indi-

vidualized instrutionl to developing positiv' classroom attitudes

were validat&I, by Morrey. He found that students and teachers had

positive attitudes toward the program of, instruction, especially

16

toward self-pacing, the possibility of studying aspects
0
of tho.,

>

language, in depth, the increas6U freedom in class, and the possibi];-

ity of retakir tests59

Discussion,

When the attitudes reported above are assigned to the four groups

of functions, it becomes clear that some are likely,to facilitate

FL achievement while others probably inhibit it. Fig: 1 presents a

conceptualczation°of relati,onships between affective strength (in-

tensity of attitudes) and FL itchieVement.

The instrumental function can be observed.in attitudes relating,
;

to,the utility and value of knowing a FL, either because the FL

LS perceived as helping to obtain 'a "good" job (rewarding in terms

of money or personal patisfaction, or hah); in that case, instru-

mental attitudes and FL achievement are highly correlated (instru-
.

mental orientation). If4Vhe knowledge of a FL is seen s desirable.
(
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Fig. 1: Presumed Relationships between Intensity of Attitudes and
'FL gchievement.
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.by others who may apply sanctions (parental or social expectations,

highschool graduation or college admission requirements), and if

this perception it not sharedby the learner, At will probably ini-

tially have an achievement-enhancing eff ct; when the negative per-
/

ceptions increase further in sitrengtii, a hievement is postulated

to. show a curvilineafiCorrelation with ffective strength.

The ego-defensive fuAti of attitudes has been conceptualized

as being negatively related to achievement. All attempts at pre-

serving the self -image before one elf and others (self-donscioul

ness, anomie, avoidance of "funny' FL behavior, resistance to iti-

tating the teacher, refusal of,refugees'frob Germany to speak their

native language fall into this category. The sychological pro-

cesses of withdrawal from or-denial of, unpleasant FL-related ex-

/
periences (non-participation in class; apathy, shyness', andmic feel-

ings) appear to apply here to a significant extent. Furtherinore,

414
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projection (attributing to other people, as a defense against

unpleasant feelings in oneself, negative characterizations with

which we justify-vurselves in' our own eyes), rationalization

(justifying failure by reasoning after the event has occurred, ass

a defense mechanism against self - accusation or a feeling Of.guilt),

and displacement (shifting of affect from one "item to another where

it doebn't really belong, e.g.. dislike of teacher becomes dislike

X7gf FL):Would appear to affect FL achievement to a considerable de-

4

The value - expressive function can be seen in the learner's per-
.

ceptions of what parents or the peer group expect from him in .order

that he may be a respected group 'umber. Entering a new group. (FL

class, FL culture)May lead to the student's accepting and inter-

nalizing the values of the group (integrative motivation). Several

factors, follraing Katz' analysis,
60 may be operative: (1) the vall-

ues of- the new group may be''highly consistent with existing value's
r.

central to the learner's personality; (2) the neW group may have a

clear model of what a good group member should be like, and may
.

pers4st tly attemptqo indoctrinate the group, members in these
),A

terme. (e.g. structured learning environment with clearly outlined

roles and goals); (3) the activities of the group in moving towards

the goal permit the, individual genuine opportunity for participa-

tion, either when the group taps his special talents.(e.g. in FL

role playitg, dramatizations,' debates) or he may only' get a voice

in group decisions; his special nerds then are not tapped, but h#e

0 need for self-determination .is satisfied (e.g. joint lesson, plan

ping, arranging for field trips) ; and (4) the learner may share-

in the rewArdS of group 'activity which includes his Own efforts

) is
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(e.g. watching a school play in the and getting vicarious re-
.,

wards through identification with parti pating class mates); The

relation of the affective strength of value expressive atta-tudei

to achievement is likely .to bed strongly positi e.

The knowledge function of attituddg is also th ght of as be-

ing correlated positively with achieverrjent; positive erceptions

of the course structure and organization, the desire to ecome

better educated, the fact that some students intellectually edome

more acceptant of\the foreign culture over the duration of a s

"s.

abroad,' are indicative of being related to higher' achievement..

Concluslons

There are several problem in the scientific study of the

role of attitudes in 471, ins uction, viz. the conceptual ancTem-
.

pixical difficulties i olved in measuring accurately the affec-

tive strength of titudesor all the achievement dimensions in a

0F7. course; an the parcelling out of attitudes from the overall ,

network of related attitudes; correlational studies or frequency
(

counts whiCh allow no'inferences as to causation, are not useful

in solving this problem. Jakobovits and Gould noted that in addi-
,

tion to attitudes, other variables may mediate differences inirL

achievement, viz. the teacher's personality, instructional strate-

gies, study habits, 'socio- economic setting of the schdol, etc.61

Other psychological variables, such as general achievement drive,

have been found to account foi) differences between successful and

less successful students of similar aptitude)
62 perseverance was

discovered to be the best predictor of achi,evement in another

`study. 63

a-7
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The'relation of attitud6S-to-achievement then may not,yet

fully account for the remainder of the variance that has to be

explained in the prediction of FL success after the usual factors

have.been eliminated. Furthermote, predicting overt behavior' (ac-

itually speaking, understanding, reading, and writing the language,

appreciating cultural patterns and achievements) from attitudes

is difficult because other factors, viz. social norms, habits,

and expectdd consecidetices of the behavior are also involved; only

if there is consistency among the four wil.1 prediction of behavior

be reason ably reliable. Teachers should %1.so remember that Maslow's

assertion
64 thatlower'needs have-to,be satisfied before higher /

ones (biological needs before socio-ego needs, tefore-the need to

understand) also applies to the' FL"classroom, and for this reason,

Cooke's suggestion
65 that the blassroom shodld have a non-direc-

c

dive atmosphele, in which'students can explore their values and

attitudes together with the 'teachr, seems lustified.66 As there

A is evidence that negative, ego-defensive attitudes can be changed

20

by procedures"designedfto give self-insight, but not by an informa-.

tion-giving approach, it is appropriate to malstudents aware of

the connections'of.the attitude-object to their structure of mo-

tives. T9- aid in this process, Valette and Disick's book on per-

formance objectives
67 Oill be invaluable; on the basis of cate-

gories in the affective domain,-they describe specific affective

behaviors An FL learning, ,,their development, and measurement.

JakObovits presentg and discusses the usefulness Of eleven-tests

which purport to measure attitudes towards therown-group and the

out-grpup, authoritarianism, and the value of studying a FL
68

these may be used by the teacher to make himself and the student



aware of latent atti ;udinal problems. Wolfe and Howe go even

further:
69 they propose to involve the total student in learn-

ing the FL, i.o let him explore hisown self, his value hierachy,

and life style through the FL in communication games, which are

))intended to produce real interaction between himself and others

(e.g. 20 things I like to do; values voting; unfinished senten-

ces; the fall-out Shelter problem, and others). This and other

approaches .(e.g. role-play) might be very.helpful, indeed, as there

is substantial evidence
70 to the. effect that through modification

4

Of the behavioral component of attitudes (which is most readily,

changed in the interaction with other people), the cognitive and

affectiye components may also be changed, this returning the atti-

tudinal system from dissonan

Because poSitiye attit

to an equilibrium.
7a

es apparently are related to higher

achieveMent in foreign language learning, efforts should be made

to organize instruction in' such a way that students and ..the teacher

feel free to develop such attitudes.

University of:jklberta
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